INTRODUCTION
This paper presents an approach to automated flaw detection (AFD) in an arbitrary X-ray image. The intensities in the digitized radiographic image are modeled as piecewise-smooth surface functions corrupted by noise and flaws. It has been observed that radiographs generated for NDE purposes containing flaws also have a combination of three unwanted features; background trends, geometrical structures, and noise. These features inhibit the performance of automated flaw detection algorithms. The proposed general processing scheme reduces the unwanted features in such a way that candidate flaws within the image can be identified. The proposed scheme is robust and is applicable to a wide variety of NDE imaging applications.
REVIEW OF IMAGE FEATURES
Background trends are variations in film density due to slow global variations in material density or thickness. Geometrical structures are transitions in film density due to local changes in material density or thickness usually created by machining or casting of the part. Noise within a radiographic image can be due to material characteristics, film quality or exposure parameters. All these image features possess characteristics similar to that of a flaw and make it difficult for AFD routines to discriminate between flaws and these other features in an arbitrary image. Therefore, we propose that the effects of these unwanted image features can be reduced in such a way that accurate and reliable feature discrimination can take place.
Manual image processing procedures such as trend removal and noise filtering have addressed the problem of reducing the effects of background trends and noise within the image. However, these procedures must be applied using different parameters for each particular situation and therefore require continuous ·interaction from the user. Furthennore, interpretation of the intensity variations due to geometrical structure within the material requires prior knowledge concerning the structure of the material being radiographed and would result in a different interpretation for each application. To reduce the time and effort required by the user to inspect a set of radiographs, we have proposed the development of a general automated flaw detection scheme.
AUTOMATED FLAW DETECTION SCHEME
An AFD system must distinguish among the various features found in an arbitrary radiographic image by identifying suspect flaw locations and assigning a level of confidence to each candidate flaw. The processing scheme must be designed in such a way to reduced unwanted effects without altering the flaw signals or introducing artifacts with flaw-like characteristics. This makes the process of AFD a difficult task, and therefore, constraints must be applied to the radiographic content such that the problem of AFD is presented on a level of complexity that can be dealt with by an intelligently designed system. After performing general processes to reduce unwanted image features, the resulting image is subjected to specific flaw detection and classification routines designed especially for each application. This way the processing scheme is applicable to a wide range of NDE radiographic applications.
The two stage approach mentioned above includes General and Specific processing stages. The General processing stage reduces the contributions from unwanted features within the image. The Specific processing stage is tailored for each application and performs flaw detection and classification procedures by incorporating information concerning flaw characteristics relevant to a particular application.
GENERAL PROCESSING STAGE
The focus of this paper is on the automated feature reduction processes in the general processing stage. The general processing stage contains a subprocess for each of the three unwanted features; background trends, geometrical structure, and noise. Each subprocess measures image characteristics to determine a feature's presence in the image. With these measurements, each subprocess then proceeds in reducing the effects of that feature.
Image processing techniques addressing the reduction of noise and background trends in images have been researched and developed for many years. Therefore, the work presented here involves the automatic identification of these features, and selection of the appropriate techniques with corresponding parameters required to automatically reduce them. The study of the identification and removal of intensity variations in the radiograph due to geometrical structures in the material has not been researched as thoroughly. Therefore, we include a discussion of the research performed in this area.
NOISE REDUCTION PROCESS
Noise has the effect of reducing the detection performance of the system. The goal of the noise reduction subprocess is then to reduce the affects of noise within the image to improve detection performance. The noise reduction technique applied to a particular image is dependant on the type of noise within the image. Currently, two of the noise measures developed have been found useful in determining the image noise characteristics. These measures and others will be used in intelligent decision making processes to determine which noise reduction technique would be most efficient and effective in reducing the noise.
The image shown in Fig. la is a radiographic image of a weld from the Martin Marietta Corporation. Image processing techniques have been performed on this image in previous papers [l, 2] . Based on the two noise measures, the decision making process determined that adaptive smoothing filter should be applied to the image. The result after two iterations is shown in Fig. lb . The automated noise reduction process has been effective on images possessing SNR greater than 2.
TREND REMOVAL PROCESS
Another feature present in many NDE x-ray images is background trend. This trend is most often due to smooth variations in material density or thickness and manifests itself as a global variation in film density or background image intensity. The trend introduces non-stationarity and makes it difficult to segment the flaws from the background. Several technique have been developed to reduce background trends without introducing additional artifacts [3, 4] . The technique found most suitable in reducing trends possessing up to 2nd order polynomial characteristics or step like transitions was polynomial fitting. This technique is very fast and effective in reducing the trends encountered most often in NDE x-ray images assuming the images are continuous and contained no local variations due to geometrical structure. Examples of images with these characteristics are found in Fig.  2a . Polynomial fitting is performed on the individual rows or columns within the image after determining the appropriate polynomial order and deciding whether to fit in the row or column direction. The automation of this technique involves identification of the trend and the parameters required for successful reduction.
Two measures were developed to identify the trend and determine the fitting parameters. The first measure is used to determine if adding a unique offset to each row and column would be sufficient in reducing the trend. This measure is found by calculating two values representing the variation in the background for both the rows and columns. Each value is found by selecting ten uniformly spaced rows/columns within the image and calculating the slope of the line that best fits the data in each of these ten rows/columns. The variance among the slopes is a measure of the complexity of the background trend. A low variance among both the row and column slopes implies a simple trend that can be reduced using Eq. (1). This equation can be interpreted as a zero order fit to the image rows/columns. A high variance among either the row slopes or the column slopes implies a complex trend that requires higher order polynomial fitting.
11111' Xi = (Xi -row lIlI'all) + gi"]llIillj('lIll (1) When higher order fitting is necessary, a second measure is used to determine the polynomial order required and whether the fit should be applied to the rows or columns. Tins is done by evaluating the errors incurred by fitting 1st and 2nd order polynomials to the ten selected rows and columns. The order and coordinate direction that incurs the minimum error is selected as the parameters for the trend removal process. 1st order fitting is used when the error is not significantly greater than that found using 2nd order polynomials. The two images in Fig. 2a were processed by the automated trend removal procedure. The background trend in the top image in Fig. 2a was greatly reduced by the faster process defined in Eq. (1). The background trend in the bottom image was found to be more complex. In addition to the simple method used above, 2nd order polynomial fitting to the columns was also necessary. Polynomial orders higher than 2nd order are not used since they tend to introduce artifacts [4] . The background features in both of these images were sufficiently reduced using the automated trend removal procedure. 
GEOMETRICAL STRUCTURE REMOVAL PROCESS
As mentioned before, little research has been performed concerning the estimation and removal of features due to geometrical structure. Morphological processing techniques have been successful, but require prior knowledge of the flaw's shape, size and orientation. Part registration and subtraction techniques yield promising results also, but require prior knowledge of part geometry and precise registration constraints. The technique presented here is robust and requires no information conceming material geometry or flaw characteristics. It requires that the image comply with three assumptions: 1) image can be modeled as piecewise-smooth surface functions corrupted by noise and flaws, 2) large regions described by continuous smooth surface functions accurately approximate the image intensities due to geometrical structures within those regions, and 3) flaw areas are smaller than the smallest geometrical structure. Based on these assumptions, the approach involves segmenting the image into continuous surface regions via region growing and surface estimation techniques. Proper segmentation is achieved when regions representing relevant stmcture within the image are accurately identified. After the image is properly segmented, the unwanted features are reduced by subtracting the estimated intensities due to geometrical stmctures from the original image. The residual image is then assumed to contain intensity variations due to flaws and noise only.
This approach is adapted from the algorithm developed by Besl and Jain [5] . Their algorithm is robust in properly segmenting images in a variety of applications including radiography. The segmentation algorithm is based on the assumption that the data exhibits surface coherence in the sense that the data may be interpreted as noisy samples of a piecewise-smooth surface function. This assumption is consistent with the image data acquired in the radiographic image formation process.
The successful reduction of the effects resulting from geometric structures can only be achieved through accurate segmentation and approximation of the intensities in the digitized radiograph. Therefore, segmenting requires intelligent image interpretation procedures capable of successfully executing each processing step. The first step involves identification of seed regions which are locally concentrated regions representative of the geometrical structures. Armed with seed regions, the second step attempts to grow the seed into several large adjoining regions containing surface functions representative of the image intensities due to geometrical structures. The third step combines the individually estimated surface functions into a piecewise-smooth surface function approximating the intensities due to geometrical structures throughout the entire image. The final step involves subtracting the approximated surface intensities from the original image to produce a residual image void of these unwanted intensity variations.
To gain a better understanding of this procedure, we will discuss each one of the individual steps more thoroughly as they are applied to an actual digitized radiograph. A region of interest has been selected for testing and is outlined by the white box that has been superimposed on the simulated radiographic image found in Fig. 3 . In the selected region, the actual digitized radiograph, found in Fig. 7a , has a ridge of thicker material that contains some porosity.
Identifying Seed Regions
A difficulty encountered in all region growing based segmentation algorithms is that of selecting initial regions or seeds. Accuracy of the results and time involved are very dependent on the starting points selected. Due to the surface based nature of the algorithm, the seed regions are identified by finding locally concentrated regions possessing identical topological surface type characteristics. This is done by classifying each pixel in the image as belonging to one of eight fundamental surface types. The classification is perfonned by analyzing the horizontal and vertical gradient infonnation surrounding each pixel as described in [5] . Fig. 4 shows a surface plot of the region of interest and the result of classifying the image into the eight fundamental surface types represented by different grey levels. After classification, candidate seed regions are found by grouping pixels in the classified image with similar surface characteristics or grey levels. Fig. 5 shows the final seeds which were found by eroding the regions and selecting the larger remaining regions to guarantee the seeds represent the interiors of the relevant structure.
Growing Regions
In this region growing application, we want to approximate the pixel data in a region by a surface function that represents the relevant structure in an image. Thus, after seed regions have been identified, adjacent pixels are examined one by one and tested to see if they possess properties similar to those of the current region. The similar property measured here is based on how well the surface function in the current region approximates the adjacent pixels. Adjacent pixels are accepted into the region if they are well approximated, and rejected if not. The region stops growing when no adjacent pixels are added. Additional growth constraints include the shape of the growing region and surface nonnal similarity measures [5) . Based on tins idea, the two middle seeds grew into a region possessing the surface function shown in Fig. 6a . This approximated surface function can be compared with the actual image surface intensities show in Fig.   6b . This process continues for the remaining seed regions. 
Merging Grown Regions
After the seeds have grown into large regions representative of the intensity variations due to geometrical structure, the corresponding surface functions are combined to form an estimate of the geometrical structure within the image. Often, there are gaps between the regions that were not accepted into any of the growing regions. These gaps may be areas experiencing sharp transitions in image intensity due to geometric structure or noise. Larger gaps should be eroded, identified as seeds and sent back through the region growing process. Smaller gaps should be approximated by smoothly joining the region boundaries. Fig. 7 shows the original region of interest and the estimated image found by merging the piecewise-smooth surface functions. 
Subtracting the Estimate
The final step in the geometrical structure reduction approach involves subtracting the estimated image, representing intensity variations due to geometrical structures, from the original. When the region growing based image segmentation algorithm has been successfully executed, the residual image will contain minimal intensity variations due to geometrical structure, but may possess features such as noise and flaw signals. 
CONCLUSIONS
The AFD scheme presented here demonstrates the ability to automatically identify suspect flaws in arbitrary radiographic images. The scheme is robust in dealing with the variety of confusing image features that inhibit traditional thresholding methods from accurately discriminating between a flaw and other image features. The scheme provides for the incorporation of prior knowledge concerning flaw characteristics and other image features in the Specific Processing stage. This paper demonstrates the feasibility of developing reliable AFD systems for a variety of NDE applications.
